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Dance, Banquet To Highlight Mother's Day Weekend at Ciemson Nay 6-8
Mother-of-Year
Will Be Selected

.

And Yike Will
Head TAPS and TIGER

Seven Members Of
Tiger Staff Attend
Students Will Receive Elliot Lawrence Plays
Press Meet At USC
Dances, Concert
Awards Mother's Day

Thirty-one awards will be
presented to members of the
cadet corps at the Mother's
Day Regimental Parade on
. May 8 here. These awards
will be presented to cadets
who have excelled in the different phases of the Army or
i the Air Force Reserve Officers Training Corps here at
Ciemson.
The awards are as follows:
THE AUGUSTUS
SHANKLIN PRIZE
Cash prize and medal awarded
to the outstanding cadet in the
i regiment in Military Science and
Tactics. Last year, the award
'was won by Cadet Lieutenant
Colonel Jerry E. Dempsey of Anderson.
This is one of the annual
awards established by Mr.
James Lynah in memory of distinguished professors at Ciemson during the period that
members of the class of 1902
were undergraduates. The cash
prize was presented at scholarship recognition day. Presentation of the medal by Dr. Robert F. Poole, President, Ciemson Agricultural College.
AMERICAN ORDNANCE
ASSOCIATION MEDAL
Gold key awarded to the outstanding student of the advanced
Ordnance Reserve Officers
Training Unit at Ciemson. Last
year the award was won by Cadet
Lieutenant Colonel Jerry E.
Dempsey of Anderson. Presen. tation of the award by Colonel
George Douglass, Professor of
Military Science and Tactics.
REPUBLIC AVIATION AWARD
Certificate and miniature
aircraft awarded to a cadet who has shown outstanding achievement and leadership
ability during enrollment in
the Air Force ROTC program
at Ciemson.
Last year, it was awarded to
Cadet Colonel Clifton M. McClure III of Anderson. Presentation by Colonel Lloyd C. Tull,
professor of Air Science and Tactics.
, R. W. SIMPSON MEDAL
Awarded to the cadet who is
voted best drilled in the regiment, exclusive of the Senior
Class. This is an award established by the Board of Trustees
in honor of R. W. Simpson, the
first chairman of the Board of
Trustees at Ciemson College.
Last year, the award was received by Cadet Corporal Daniel J.
• Cochran, of Charlotte. Presentation by Dr. Robert F. Poole,
President, Ciemson College.
BEST DRILLED SOPHOMORE
Key awarded to Cadet Corporal Robert W. White as the
, best drilled cadet in the sophomore class. Presentation by
Colonel Lloyd H. Tull, Com.mandant of Cadets.
BEST DRILLED JUNIOR
Key awarded to Cadet Master
Sergeant William J. Purvis of
Esmont, Virginia as the best drilled cadet of the junior class. Presentation by Colonel Lloyd H.
Tull, Commandant of Cadets.
BEST DRILLED FRESHMAN
Key awarded to Cadet Private
'
(Continued on Page 3)

Naval Officers
To Visit Here
Officers from the Naval Recruiting Station in Raleigh, N.
C, will be in the College Chapel
at 4 p. m. on May 18, to talk
to students interested in the
Naval Officers Candidate programs.
Positions are open for general
line officers, aviation pilots and
ground officers, and supply corps
officers. There is a special program for pre-medicine and predental majors in which they can
take graduate training while
earning seniority as officers in
the inactive Naval Reserve.
The recruiting officers will
present some of the features of
the Navy programs in the afternoon, and will be available to
talk to interested students afterwards.

Elliot Lawrence who returns to play at Ciemson for
this year's Taps Junior-Senior, along with the JuniorSenior Banquet, will provide
the highlights of the Mothers' Day Weekend, May 6, 7
and 8.
On Friday night, May 6,
Lawrence will play for a formal dance in the Field House.
Before the dance, the JuniorSenior Banquet will be held
in the new dining hall.
The Saturday night informal
ball will be held in the dining
hall. The formal affair will last
from 9 to 1, "and the informal
dance from 8 until 12.
On Saturday afternoon, the
Lawrence Orchestra will put on
a -concert in the Amphitheater.
It will last from 4:30 to 6:30.
Prices for dance tickets have
not been raised for the weekend. Tickets for Friday night
will be $3.50, and for Saturday night $4.00. block tickets
being sold for $7. Concert
admission will be by contribution.
The Fourth Barracks is being
redecorated for the Mothers'
Day weekend visitors. Rooms in
the barracks may be signed up
in the dining hall, the price being one dollar for the weekend.
The Elliot Lawrence Orchestra has the reputation of being
one of the best dance bands currently playing college tours. The
group was voted the "most popular band among colleges in
America" for three consecutive
years in polls conducted by Billboard Magazine, and has played
in some of the most important
theaters of the show world.

SAME Takes Field
Trip To Charleston
The Society of American Military Engineers returned Sunday
from a field trip to Charleston.
The club left Ciemson after dinner on Thursday and spent the
weekend touring Charleston and
vicinity. The field trip was arranged through the Corps of Engineers District Office in Charleston, commanded by Colonel
Zeigler.
Friday morning the club toured the Charleston Airport and
observed construction on runways and barracks projects. After lunch the group went to the
Pinopolis Dam and steam plant
of the > Santee-Cooper Hydroelectric Commission. A trip
through the navigation lock
along with talks by Ciemson men
in charge of Santee-Cooper highlighted the trip.
On Saturday morning the
group went aboard Corps of
Engineers survey boats for a tour
of the pipeline dredge "Admiral". The "Admiral" is in the
process of cutting a new channel
in Charleston Harbor from the
Navy Yard to the jetties. Coffee
and doughnuts were served
aboard the dredge, which is of
(Continued on Page 5)

Columbia Ciemson
Club Officers Elected
The Columbia-Clemson Club
held a meeting Tuesday night for
the purpose of electing new officers for the coming year
Chosen to lead the club activities for next year are: Powers
McElveen, architecture junior,
president; Bill Gasque, ceramic
engineering sophomore, vicepresident; Rhett Roman, textile
manufacturing sophomore, secretary; Sam Key, agronomy
sophomore, treasurer.
Also, Connie Faucette, arts
and sciences junior, public re
lations chairman; and Lynn
Hendricks, textile engineering
junior, dance chairman.
The club also decided to hold
a drop-in after the dance on
Saturday night in the Lobby of
the Ciemson House during inter
mission.

This week-end seven members
of the TIGER Senior Staff attended the South Carolina Collegiate Press Association held this
year at the University of South
Carolina in Columbia.
A breakfast reception at the
home of< Dr. Donald Russell,
President of the University, and
a banquet at the Laurel Hill Supper Club highlighted the convention.
Friday night, Professor John
D. Lane of the English Department of Ciemson College, was
guest speaker at the opening
session. Professor Lane stressed the importance of a working
press today.
After the breakfast reception
at the.home of the President, the
group broke up into discussion
groups and met in the new journalism building at the University.
These discussion groups included
editor's problems, news, sports,
advertising, and other phases of
collegiate journalism.
Saturday afternoon, the
group elected officers for the
coming year. Elected president
of the organization was Judith
Wilder of Columbia College.
Other officers named at the
session were Vic Latham of
The Citadel, vice president;
Patsy Penney of South Carolina, corresponding secretary;
Nancy DuBard of Winthrop, recording secretary; and Lewis
Cromer of Ciemson, treasurer.
At the banquet on Saturday
night, awards were presented.
The Hornet of Furman University was named best collegiate
newspaper with circulation over
500 and also best all-around collegiate newspaper in the South.
The Columbia College Post Script
was selected as best college
newspaper with circulation under 500. Donald Russell, president of the University of South
Carolina, formally welcomed the
delegates at the banquet and at
its close the meeting was adjourned. Next year's convention
will be held at Winthrop.

ASCE Holds
Regular Meeting
The regular monthly meeting
of the A. S. C. E. was held Tuesday evening at Riggs Hall. Two
movies, "What Makes Us Tick,"
and "Steel Foundry," were,
shown.
Henry Coleman, a senior from
Abbeville, was chosen for the
South Carolina section of the
American Society of Civil Engineers Magazine which is awarded each year to the outstanding
senior of the organization.
New officers for next year
were also selected. They are:
James Waters, President, from
Beaufort; Jack Day, Vice President, from North Charleston;
and Chuck Rivers, Secretary and
Treasurer, from Hampton, South
Carolina.
The annual banquet was planned for a Tuesday night at Seigler's Steak House in Walhalla
All of the Civil Engineering department faculty members have
been issued an invitation to the
banquet.

Chapman Is Named C. I. Sanders Selected
Associate Editor
Managing Editor

Hugh Patrick, a textile
manufacturing junior of
Greenville, has been 'announced as the editor of the
1955-56 TAPS, the Ciemson
College yearbook. Patrick
replaces Ab Allen, a textile
manufacturing senior of
Wadesboro, N. C.

The cast of the play "The Male Animal," takes
time out to pose for the TIGER photographer
during rehearsal. The play, presented by Alpha

Psi Omega, will run tonight and tomorrow night
in the College Chapel). (TIGER photo by Bob
Huey.)

State BSU Spring

Majority In Favor Of
Retreat Held In April Some Type Point System

The State Baptist Student
Union Spring Retreat was held
at the First Baptist Church in
Gaffney during the weekend of
April 15-17. The theme for the
retreat was "Here Am I."
Dr. W. F. Howard, State Student Director from Dallas,
Texas, was the keynote speaker. His series of four messages
were entitled "Here Am I-chosen - controlled - cleansed •
committed!!" Dr. William Hall
Preston, representing the
Southwide Student Department, was the speaker at a
luncheon on Saturday at Limestone College.

Opinions on having a point system at Ciemson ranged
from strongly for to bitterly against in balloting held last
Friday. The majority of opinions expressed were in favor
of some sort of point system in the school.

Ciemson Cadets
Visit Pershing
Rifle Companies

during the past week, nine
members of Fourth Headquarters, Pershing Rifles, have been
on inspection tours of other companies throughout the South. The
annual inspection trip for Fourth
Regiment was scheduled for this
The purpose of the Retreat was past week.
to acquaint new local council
Regimental Captains Powers
members with their responsibiliMcElveen and A. B. Blanton
ties and respective duties.
On
flew to Florida on an inspection
Saturday morning, workshops
tour. While there, they visited
were attended by the group.
the University of Miami and the
Plans and ideas were exchanged University of Florida at Tallaas common problems and suggeshassee.
tions for improvement were disMajor William P. Hood and
cussed.
Colonel Charlie Ferguson made
The election of officers for the a trip through Louisiana, super1955-56. State BSU Executive vising the Western District Drill
Council was held Friday night. Meet of Fourth Regimental
Dan McGee of Furman Univer- Headquarters. On their tour,
sity was elected president. Serv- they visited Louisiana State Uning as Christian Acting Chair- iversity and Tulane.
man will be Leroy Bryant of
Georgia representatives of
Ciemson College. Mr. Gregory
Hughes of Ciemson is the new Fourth Regimental Headquarters
faculty adviser.
The newly are Captains Connie Faucette
elected pastor adviser is Rev. W. and Lynn Hendricks. The pair
W. Lancaster of Mullins, South visited the University of Georgia,
the University of Georgia at AtCarolina.
lanta, and Georgia Tech.
The Installation Service on
On an inspection tour through
Saturday night was a traditional ceremony which consist- North Carolina and Tennessee
ed of each old council member were Captain Lea Salter arid Sergeant Louie Derrick. They visitpresenting his BSU "key" to
ed PR units at North Carolina
the respective new council
State, Vanderbilt, and the Unimember.
versity of Tennessee. Master
It was announced that the Fall Sergeant Glenn Nasworthy was
BSU Convention will be held No-', on an inspection tour through
vember 4-7 at the Calvary Bap- Alabama, visiting Tuskeegee Intist Church, Spartanburg, South stitute and the University of Alabama.
Carolina.

Ballots marked yes,, or yes
with reservations, numbered 219.
The negative votes totaled 119
to bring the number of slips
marked to 338. A large number
of the ballots bore comments
and suggestions, both on the negative and positive sides.
Main objection to the point
system was that it would tend
to hurt leaders already developed on the campus. Students felt that the system
would confine the abilities of
leaders and not offer them
sufficient scope to do the job
they could do. Various other
comments were that the system would destroy initiative,
that points were not distributed correctly, and that the
Student Assembly could not
rightly assume the control of
participation in student activities.
Those in favor of the point
system expressed agreement
with the Student Assembly view
that the arrangement would distribute positions of leadership
more widely. among a greater
number of students, and that
more leaders would be developed as a result of the system.
Reservations expressed were
that the honor societies should
not be assessed points, and
that the limit on total number of points should be flexible, possibly depending on the
student's grade point ratio.
Students felt that responsibility for positions should certainly be distributed more
widely than it is at present.
The point system is expected
to come to a vote tonight. A
Student Assembly meeting has
been scheduled to hear debate
on the system.

NOTICE!
Students wishing to make
room reservations for summer or fall school sessions are
asked to fill out their reservation cards in the D3M room by
May 7.

Alpha Psi Omega Presents "Male Animal"
A conservative college English professor and a writer
student decide to fight for
their women after they have
successfully drained a fifth
of Scotch tonight when the
College Chapel curtain is
raised on the "Male Animal."
This riotous scene is typical
of the hilarious action in
James Thurber's and Elliott
Nugent's play, which is being
presented by the Kappa Psi
cast of Alpha Psi Omega, national dramatics fraternity to-

night and tomorrow night at
eight o'clock.
Members of the fraternity
have been working for the past
six weeks in an effort to bring
college dramatics to Ciemson in
the form of this comedy with
its collegiate atmosphere.
Co - producers, Munsford
Fuller and Bill Muzzey, and
the entire staff have done a
commendable job in staging
the fraternity's initial production, having little equipment
with which to work.
- Reid Patrick is stage manager
for the play, while Cliff Ar-

berry has utilized his talents as
set designer. Bill McMillan is
in charge of sound and Don Ashcraft is handling the lighting.
Ribble Eskridge is head of the
props; Fred Brandt, programs;
and George Barmes, tickets.
The stage crew consists of
Dave Miley, Woody Middleton,
Buddy Hoover, Malcolm Scove,
and George Maul.
Tickets for the production are
$.50 for students and $1.00 for
adults They may be obtained
from any member of Alpha Psi
Omega and also at the door.
The dramatics fraternity was
recently Reorganized to promote

dramatics on the campus. The
Ciemson chapter is a member of
the national Alpha Psi Omega
dramatics fraternity. Any member of the student body may belong to the fraternity if he is interested in any part of the theatre world.
Many of the members of this
play's cast have had no other
theatre experience except in
high school plays. They have
worked long and hard to make
this production as much like a
professional job as possible.
Everyone is invited to attend
and urged to support the fraternity.

Mac Chapman, a textile manufacturing junior of Cheraw, replaces John Gasque, electrical
engineering senior of Columbia,
as associate editor.
Business
manager is Bill Dunn, electrical
engineering sophomore of Columbia. He replaces Mac Chapman in the position.
Taking the position of designers for the coming year
are Ted Pappas, an architecture junior of Jacksonville,
Fla„ and Jack Bennett, an architecture junior of Cheraw.
They replace L. D. Tankersley, architecture major from
Greenville, who graduated in
February. Photographer is Bob
Huey, textile chemistry senior of Cheraw.
Eddie Bordeaux, industrial education junior of Sumter, and
Freddy Ellison, textile manufacturing freshman of Anderson,
take over the advertising manager's position, replacing Smith
Hinnant, vocational agricultural
(Pictures on Page 3)
education senior of Andrews.
Sports editor is Rusty Langley, pre-medicine freshman of
Greenville. He replaces Hugh
Patrick. Frank Martin, electrical engineering junior of Lancaster, replaces Bill Dunn as
feature editor.
Bill Voight, an arts and
sciences junior of Summerville,
takes over as < classes editor,
replacing Dave' Shearer, civil
engineering senior of Anderson. Organizations editor is
Louis Amick, chemical engineering sophomore of Lexington, who replaces Alan Cannon,
arts and sciences senior of Anderson.
Incoming military editor is
Allston Thompson, textile engineering sophomore of Columbia. He replaces Jim Galway,
mechanical engineering sophomore of Greenville. New office
manager is Fred Hoover, chemistry sophomore of Columbia. r

Canterbury Club
Elects Vestry
At their meeting on March 30,
the Ciemson Canterbury Club
elected their officers for the
coming year. In the Canterbury
Club, these officers are spoken of
collectively as the Student Vestry.
The organization is similar to
that of the regular Church Parish
which will give students the
chance to learn of its operation
and government; thereby preparing them for active participation
in church activities for the future.
Officers elected in the organization are as follows: Nick Nichols, entomology junior from East
Point, Georgia; Senior Warden;
Dick Lee, agricultural engineering sophomore of Sumter was
named junior warden. Watt
Smith, newly elected president of
the state organization from Rowesville, treasurer. Watt is an agricultural engineering
junior
here. For the office of treasurer,
the club elected Jerry Duvall, an
architecture freshman from Cheraw.
Also elected at the meeting
were: Jack Pinckney, architecture freshman from Greenville,
worship chairman; Wistar Metz,
electrical engineering sophomore
from Ciemson, service chairman;
Dick Duvall, textile manufacturing senior from Cheraw, publicity chairman; Mackus House,
civil engineering freshman from
Mount
Pleasant, ' fellowship
chairman; Emmett McCracken,
agricultural engineering sophomore from Bluffton, membership
(Continued on Page 3)

Roger Yike, arts and sciences junior of Atlanta, Georgia, was named editor of the
TIGER, campus newspaper,
in a staff meeting held last
Wednesday night, April 20.
Managing editor for the coming year is Charles Sanders,
chemistry major of Ninety Six.
He moves up from news editor
to succeed Joe McCown, textile
engineering junior of Richland.
Taking over as news editor
is Lewis Cromer, arts and
sciences sophomore of Greenwood, who was sports editor
during the last year.
New associate editor is Frank
Anderson, arts and sciences major of Ciemson. He succeeds
Lawrence Starkey, also an arts
and sciences major of Ciemson.
Jack Bennett, an architecture
(Pictures on Page 6)
junior of Cheraw, is the new
business manager. He succeeds
Dick Edgeworth, mechanical engineering junior of Clinton, who
is taking over as advertising
manager. Edgeworth succeeds
Skeet King, textile manufacturing senior of Cheraw.
Re-elected as circulation
manager is Bill Binnicker, animal husbandry junior of Norway. Sports editor is Louis
Jordan,' agricultural engineering sophomore of Union.
On the junior staff, Skeeter
Butler, electrical engineering
sophomore of Hartsville, was
elected assistant to the advertising manager. Copy editor is
Bob Johnson, architecture freshman of Charleston. Harry Ryttenberg, Jr., entomology freshman of Sumter, is the new exchange editor.
Jay McBrain, textile chemistry
freshman of Port Washington, N.
Y., is assistant to the business
manager, and Al Soudan, animal
husbandry freshman of Glenview, 111., is assistant sports editor.

Ciemson Community
Council To Meet
Recognizing the need for an organized and businesslike prpgram for raising funds for worthy charitable purposes, th e
Ciemson Community Council was
organized in 1951 as a member
of Carolina's United Red Feather
Services.
This voluntary, non-profit organization has gained in influence each year and has taken the
lead in meeting the problems
created by the growing number
and frequency of fund-raising
campaigns.
For example, in Ciemson last
fall, six national health and welfare agencies, one state agency
and five local organizations, participated to the extent of $6,842
in the united "one-package"
drive for funds. Additional national agencies may be added to
this list by requesting and meeting the standards set by the admissions and budget committee.
This would allow them to participate in the council appropriations as determined on a "fair
share" and as designated by each
donor.
The council believes that this
organized program for health
and welfare is ethically sound. It
is simply an effort to use the same
businesslike principles in charity
that every church must apply to
its budget in providing for its
spiritual advancement.
Officers of the Ciemson Community Council are: Marlin H.
Bruner, chairman; Mrs. R. M.
Ballenger, vice chairman; Mrs. E.
M. Lander, secretary; and M. B.
Stevenson, treasurer.
The directors are Dr. H. W.
Barre, Trescott N. Hinton and
John LaGrone.
There will be an open meeting
in Room 118, Chemistry Building,
at 8 p. m., May 11. The public is
invited.
The council will again- hold its
"one-package" drive during the
last week of October.
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Letter From Dr. Poole
llONORS' Day this year will be a voluntary affair. However, we hope a large delegation of students will attend
the exercises on May 4 at 10:45 a. m. in the College Chapel.
Honors' Day is the only time in the year when Clemson
expresses pride publicly in the achievements of students
who have distinguished themselves scholastically. Come
and give encouragement to those who have won scholastic honors.
It is meritorious for the faculty, as well as the students,
to attend. Let's all go to the Honors' Day program and
show our appreciation!
R. F. Poole, President
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Gfee Club Gives Top Performance,
This "Mud Hole" Pooling Must Go
By Lawrence Starkey
THE LOYAL MEN OF CLEMSON
The new TIGER staff takes over next
week, but I'd like to surge back once more
to praise the Glee Club, after seeing the
fine concert they gave tonight. It was
even beyond expectation, and Mr. and Mrs.
McGarity, duo-pianist team of Clemson,
are always an addition to any program.
I was especially enthusiastic about the
new fight song, "Loyal Men of Clemson,"
written for us by, Prof. McGarity. I believe everyone else was, too.
Davy Crockett was really a ham.

Carolina Gracious Hosts To
Press Convention On Campus
THIS past weekend the South Carolina Collegiate Press
Association held its annual convention at the University of South Carolina. The Carolina students were more
than courteous to the visiting delegates and certainly set
a good example for other schools to follow when they have
visitors on campus.
Dean Donald Russell and his wife were also very gracious to the visitors. They opened their home for a coffee
hour Saturday morning and proved to be excellent hosts.
Carolina is indeed fortunate to have such a fine couple on
their campus.

HONORS DAY VOLUNTARY
Next Wednesday, May 4, is Honors Day
at Clemson. This is certainly one of the
most important functions of the year, and
in the past has really been a red letter day.
The troops have been required to attend.
However, this year, the occasion is voluntary, and the attendance may be much
smaller.
Because most of us don't get Honors, we
are tempted not to attend a meeting such
as this. But I believe it behooves each of
us to pay tribute to those who do by coming. It would be bad indeed if there were
less in the audience than students being
honored.

Keep Off Of The Grass,
It Adds To Campus Beauty

cleaned up voluntarily after the mess.
A SWAN SONG
I surely have'enjoyed beating out this
mass of assorted editorials for you this
year. And it has been for you, the faculty
and student body, mostly the student body.
But for many reasons, this is my last column, a swan song in the first degree.
They say a swan always sings his most
beautiful song just before he fades from
the picture. I doubt if this is true of old
columnists, but it really has been great—
especially the criticism and occasional pats
on the back from you. The greatest joy
has not been in working with the staff, but
in hearing your comments on something I
wrote—even when you disagreed, and in
having an occasional suggestion set forth
in this column fulfilled.
I'll admit that the policy of this paper
this year has not always corresponded to
my own. But whenever they differed, I
was writing my honest opinion, as I believe everyone should.
I've never been
able to see this matter of writing the opposite of what you believe, in order to satisfy certain people or groups. Nor have
I any admiration for those who try to please
everybody. My conscience has never allowed me to straddle the fence in controversial issues. This sounds so blasted stilted, but personal philosophies usually are, I
guess.

THE OLE MUD HOLE
IT looks as though some people never.learn. Maybe it is
I suppose most people witnessed the pooling of several people in the square mud
good because there have to be some fools to make the
puddle on the quadrangle the other day.
world go round. But at times it makes you wonder.
Now pooling is fine. It's great on birthNew concrete walks are being built from the small paA few months ago, one of the ladies on
days and engagements, but pooling scores the campus told me that if I ever fell in
rade grounds to the chemistry building. This will really
and scores of people in a mud puddle? I love, she would know it, because it would
help as they have been needed for a long time. But there
don't see it, even if it does have a weird show up in my column. A writer seeking
will still be some "fog bound space cadets" who will use the
novelty. Especially because there was no to be reserved and tactful would resent this
grass instead of the walk.
reason for it.
Bowman Field was recently plowed and grass planted.
statement, but I considered it a compliment
It sprouted rapidly and we now have a beautiful campus TALK OF THE TOWN
I guess this is a proper time to dig out if it means that I write what I feel.
to show our visitors. If the military is still able to schethe old expression "Boys will be boys" and
If I've failed in satisfying certain groups
dule theirdrills elsewhere besides Bowman Field, it should
dust it off and polish it and let it go at that. or individuals, I've succeeded in being honremain in good shape for many years. But it looks as if
But I'm not going to do it. I had rather est with myself and you. But enough of
they are going to have to install taxi service from the Clemsay, "Country Gentlemen should be Coun- this! Thanks for your endurance this
son House hill to Main Building. The footprints in the
try Gentlemen, but they often are not."
year. I hope that the one who succeeds me
grass are a dead giveaway.
The only bright spot of the whole thing will have the cooperation that I have had
By Joe McCown
Some students even stand on the grass next to the small
was the fact that Companies A-2 and D-l from you. So long
parade ground to play baseball, when there is an area
ful, while others manage to make themTAKE IT EASY
available where they won't tear up the grass. Maybe it is
selves
rather unpopular.
softer on the grass. But still there is a limit. Should a Next week, the newly elected staff of The
The third of this series of gripes is the solist of chronic violators be posted every day? Hardly nec- TIGER will assume its duties for the coming year. This means that the time has called dance problem. It seems to me, that
essary. Just buy a foghorn and start thinking.
By WAYNE R. DAVIS, Assistant Cadet Chaplain
just about rolled around for me to wrap something should be done to correct the
or three men search each house in the face
up the last column that is to bear my by- financial situation of the Central Dance As- "Today I had a most pleasant experience.
I
met
again
Sgt.
Jack
Smith
who
was
such
of enemy fire and capture the enemy withline. From now on out, this column will sociation before next year. By correction,
be written by Charles Sanders. Charles I don't mean abolishment of either the CDA a steady hand to me overseas. He was in out harming the civilians.
was elected Managing Editor for the next or the policies that it followed this year. command of one of five tanks in my plaThis act of unassuming heroism was
year, and it will be one of his duties to fill The CDA has done a good job in providing toon. Later he was made platoon sergeant,
characteristic of Sgt. Jack Smith. On this
this space. If Charles manages to keep his
entertainment for the students, considermy second in command. A little later I man the 'slings and arrows of outrageous
RECENTLY, the question has been raised, "What should
sanity, despite the numerous happenings ing what they had to work with in the line
be the attitude of a campus newspaper concerning cam- about the TIGER office, this part of the paof funds. I think that the organization had the privilege to make him company fortune' had found their mark time and
pus elections?" The increased importance placed upon per should be worth reading.
should receive help from the student body first sergeant.
time again, but he had not surrendered in
this question is due directly to the fact that in the past few
in the form of tuition payments, so that it Sgt. Smith is a remarkable man. He is his spirit to these wounds so deeply made
years, campus newspapers have played an ever increasing This past year has been a good one for may get back on a more stable basis. There
in his heart. He was buoyed up by his
important part in school elections. We, at Clemson, have the school. The administration has made are probably many more complaints that as faithful to his wife and family as he was
fearless
in
battle.
He
gave
me
great
moral
many
steps
in
the
right
direction,
so
far
as
great faith in Christ and by his love for
seen this brought in first hand this year in our elections,
I haven't touched upon. Of course, this
and other schools nearby have also seen their collegiate solving the students' problems is concern- column isn't only for gripes, it can pass out support; he was conscientious, considerate Christ.
of the feelings of others, and eager to do
ed. They have provided, in the new dornewspaper play a bigger part in student elections.
orchids too. I shall leave them up to the
You will not wonder then that I count it
even more than his part. Even the helpThe question then comes to our minds, "Just how much mitory system, good housing for the stu- new Managing Editor, and the students.
a
real
privilege to see him again. He is a
less
victims
of
war
and
the
overrun
civilattention should a school newspaper devote to its school dents coupled with recreation in the form
great
soldier.
He is listed in my heart as
ians
were
objects
of
his
sympathy
and
kind
The main purpose of this column is to
elections?" This is a touchy point. There are at least of the lounge and new canteen. They have
one
of
my
true
friends regardless of rank
consideration.
two separate schools of thought on this idea. The first is also given the students decent parking echo student opinion, so it is up to you, the
or
race;
for
you
see,
Sgt. Smith is a Negro."
that school newspapers should work hand in hand with areas, thereby solving a bothersome park- students, to use it to express your point of On one occasion we had stopped at the
view. This column can be an excellent vethe student government of the school in every phase of ing situation. These improvements have
This is an excerpt from an actual letter
entrance to a tiny Korean village of about
its workings. This included campus elections. To do this, made life a lot more pleasant for the stu- hicle for conveying student ideas to the twenty houses. The civilians in the villwritten by a platoon leader while serving
the advocates of this point of view state, it is necessary to dents here at Clemson, and the adminis- administration, so use it as such next year. age were cowering in their houses, fearing
in Korea. I have given you this story to
promote these elections to the fullest extent. In accord- tration should receive credit where credit
show two areas of responsibility which are
This year has just about drawn to a close, that we would run them down with our
ance with this belief, some newspapers even go so far as is due.
yours and mine.
for me, at least. There is an old saying tanks. We were being fired upon from the
to print campaign platforms or pictures of the candidates There are, however, a great many other somewhere concerning the sands of time, village by Chinese soldiers who were hidFirst, Sgt. Smith has shown us the love
for office during the election as a part of their "coverage." things about Clemson that should be im- and their duration. I have never really ing in the houses.
we
must have for all men, even our eneA second school of thought is that college newspapers proved. For one, the plumbing installa- realized the truth of that saying until remies.
Secondly, we must see our responsiIn
view
of
this
situation,
military
exshould go no further in election coverage than to merely tions in the new dormitories should be in- cently. It seems only yesterday that I was
bility
to
the race of which Sgt .Smith is a
printing the results of the elections at their completion and spected and corrected. These facilities are in the same position that Charles Sanders pediency demanded that we turn our huge
member.
Surely if they can fight for the
possibly announcing simply that there will be elections on not all that new installations should be. An- is in now, just preparing to assume the du- guns on the village and destroy it. Sgt.
a certain date for certain offices. Recently, I was reading other sore spot around the campus is a ties connected with this job. Actually, it Smith could not do this. He asked my per- freedom we enjoy, they should be allowed
an editorial in one of our state newspapers which express- small item known as the sorry attitude was over a year ago, but time is fleeting, as mission to get out of his tank and with two to enjoy it also.
ed this "laissez faire" attitude toward election coverage of some of the school employees. Actual- the man says. This has been a good year
and was personally amazed at some of the points which ly, I don't believe that the troops mean to for me, and in a way, I guess that I shall
were expressed.
insult anyone when they ask for service, hate to see it pass, but all good things must
To be sure, there may be some points of advantage to this even though many of the people here seem end. So, thanks a lot to every one who has
system. Yet as far as I can ascertain, the bad ones far to feel so. This statement isn't meant to taken the time to read this bit of drivel. I
outweigh the good ones. The main one expressed was include all of the school employees, for appreciate their courage. It's been fun,
that the student government and the school newspaper some of them are quite friendly and help- everybody. Take It Easy.
Clemson A & M"
"He Roars For
were separate organizations and that newspapers should
not try to "pry into realms where they had no business,"
Member South Carolina Collegiate Association.
Member of Intercollegiate Press and Associated Collegiate Press
and should leave elections and election policies entirely
Founded by Class of 1907 and published weekly during school year by students of Clemson College
up to student government means to publicize.
This situation might work in some cases, but it seems
THE TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper. Its claim, "The South's Most Interesting
much simpler and wiser to me that the student governCollege Newspaper", is based on circulation, comments, and general attitude of those who read it.
ment should use the college newspaper, the school instruFRANK ANDERSON - ROGER YIKE
ment of publicity, for the purpose of advertising campus
Co-Editors
elections. There is proof of this statement to be offered.
LEWIS CROMER
LAWRENCE STARKEY
The greatest proof lies in the fact that when newspapers
TED PAPPAS
DICK EDGEWORTH
Sports Editor
Associate Editor
Cartoonist
Business Mgr.
advertise the candidates and what they stand for, the stuDear Tom,
We would like very much to
We feel that it would be of
JOE McCOWN
CHARLES SANDERS
BILL BINICKER
SKEET KING
dent body turns out and VOTES. Look at our own situa- We read with interest the let- small
fee to the tuition and in- tremendous advantage to the
Managing Editor
News Editor
Circulation Mgr
Advertising Mgr.
tion at Clemson. This year we tripled our vote of last year ter that appeared in your column sure good dances next year at students and also to the CDA
_ Faculty Adviser
John D. Lane _
in Student Body elections. Part of this credit was due, I last week concerning dances. We Clemson.
to have the dance money includcan see no reason why the stuSincerely,
Clemson News Bureau
John W. Califf
think, to the publicity received in the TIGER.
dents should not profit by having
Tom Bookhart '55 ed in the tuition. Clemson would Brent Breedin
Athletic Publicity
A wise map once said, "United we stand, divided we the dances paid for in their tuiFramp Harper '55 receive more publicity from hav
ing
big
name
bands
which
a
fall. We must all hang together or hang separately." Stu- tion. This way, the students
OFFICE PHONE 6221
fund like this would provide, BOX 269, CLEMSON, S. C.
could attend all of the dances for Dear Tom,
dent governments and college newspapers must, in my less than what one dance would The men of this company have than they ever have before.
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office, Clemson, S. C.
opinion, cooperate with one another in all possible situa- cost, and most students could par- voted without exception to sup- We are definitely in favor it
Subscription
Rate
$2.00
it.
ticipate in a most important port the plan of increasing tuitions, if maximum results of each are to be obtained.
phase of college life,
Sincerely,
tion in order to defray dance
J. L. C.
Represented by National Advertising Service
see the administration add the costs.
Company D-l
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The Student Assembly Third Annual May

Breakfast Planned

By Newt Stall
The Clemson Songs which were presented at the concert
Tuesday night, received favorable comments from most of
the students who heard them. The catchy music is especially suitable for use at football games and other athletic
events, and will be a good spirit-booster for the Tigers next
fall. To make these tunes become school fight songs,
however, it will be necessary for everyone to learn the
words. Carolina fans are beginning to claim thai Clemson always wants to wait until next year—let's make fiftyfive a completely new year with plenty of victories and
spirit.
If any students have ideas for new fight songs or spirited limericks they are asked to present them to any of the
Student Government officers. Clemson is fortunate to
have Mr. McGarity, who is talented in adapting words to
original music, and he will attempt to put any suggested
words to music. Who can tell—an original Clemson song
could become a national favorite.

The Clemson Winthrop Daughters Chapter is making plans
for the third annual May Morning Breakfast, which will be held
at the Clemson House in the Saber Room on April 30. This year
the breakfast will be served buffet style from 7 a. m. till 10 a.
m. Each guest will be presented a favor, and music will be
played during the morning. The
tables will feature maypole decorations. All of this will be included for only $1.00 per ticket
and a large crowd is being anticipated. For those who wish,
card tables will be set up in the
lobby for playing bridge after
the breakfast. However, each
person must provide her own
playing cards.
Last May the traditional May
Morning Breakfast was highly
successful with over 400 attending. This is the annual fundraising event of the Winthrop
Daughters for the benefit of
their Scholarship Fund, which is
used to send deserving Clemson
girls to Winthrop. Tickets may
be secured from any Winthrop
Daughter at Clemson, or from
Mrs Carlisle Morgan, President
and' Ticket Chairman, and the
public is cordially invited to attend. Tickets may also be purchased at the door on April 30.

Several suggestions have been received concerning the
method of conducting the school elections this year. Although decided improvements have been made over last
year, there are numerous ways to improve our voting
procedures. The active campaigning which was carried
on this year displays a marked increase in election inter- STUDENTS WILL
(Continued from Page 1)
est, and the rise in the number of students voting shows Henry F. Cooper from Augusta,
as the best drilled cadet
that student government is gradually coming into its own Georgia
of the freshman class. Presentation by Colonel Lloyd H. Tull,
on the Clemson campus.
Commandant of Cadets.

A number of questions have been asked concerning the
elections. Should a regular elections committee be appointed to direct the political contests during the year?
Should the results be announced in the Tiger? Should the
official returns be posted after every contest? What
•hould be required for election—a majority or a plurality?
These and others are now being discussed around the
school. Any officer of the Student Government will be
glad to hear any suggestion you may have to make. As
this school year draws to a close, lets be thinking ahead to
next year and how we can make it a bigger and better one
for all.

On Campus AfccShuhan
with

(Author of '•Barefoot Boy With Cheek," ete.)

THE GIFT HORSE
Many of our friends will soon be graduating. What kind of
gifts should we give them?
Here is no simple question. It is never simple to find gifts for
people who have everything, and college students, as everyone
knows, are the most richly endowed of mortals. They've got
beauty and truth. They've got rhythm. They've got stout hearts,
willing hands, and a clear vision that dispels the miasmas of the
future as the morning sun sears away the last wisps of a cool
night's fog. They've got heaps and heaps of money, as who would
not who has been receiving such a huge allowance over four
years of schooling?
What can we give them that they don't already have?
One infallible gift for the person who has everything is, of
course, a stethoscope. New models, featuring sequined earpieces
and power steering, are now on display at your local surgical
supply house. Accompanying each stethoscope is a gift card with
this lovely poem:
When you hear your heart beat,
When you hear it pound,
Remember me, your buddy,
William Henry Round.
If, by some odd chance, your name does not happen to be
William Henry Round (you're laughing, but it's possible), here
is another dandy suggestion for the person who has everything
— a gift certificate from the American Bar Association.
These certificates, good at your local lawyer's, come in three
convenient sizes: small, medium, and large. The small certificate
covers title searches and writs of estoppel. The medium size
covers torts, claim jumping, and violations of the Smoot-Hawley
Act The large one covers kidnapping, murder, and barratry.
If, by some odd chance, you don't know what barratry is
(you're laughing, but it's possible), it is arson at sea. This interesting crime is called after Cosmo "Bubbles" Barrat, a captain
in the British navy during the last century, who was addicted to
burning his ships. One man o' war after another fell victim to
his incendiary bent The Admiralty kept getting crosser and
crosser, but every time they called in Captain Barrat for a
scolding, he would roll his big blue eyes and tug his forelock and
promise faithfully never to do it again. Oh, butter wouldn't
melt in his mouth, that one!
So they would give him another ship, and he would soon reduce
it to a scattering of charred spars. He burned more than 120,000
ships before he was finally discharged as "doubtful officer
material."
After his separation from the navy, he moved to Vienna where
he changed his name to Freud and invented Scrabble.
But I digress. I was listing gifts for the person who has everything, a»d here is another one. This gift, in fact, is not only for
persons who have everything, it is also for persons who have
nothing, for persons who have next to nothing, for persons who
have next to everything, and for persons in between. I refer,
of course, to Philip Morris cigarettes. Here is the cigarette
for everybody—for everybody, that is, who likes a mild relaxing
smoke of fine vintage tobacco in a handsome brown package
that snaps open with the greatest of ease. For those, if such
there be, who like dull, nondescript tobacco in a package that
requires a burglar's kit to open, Philip Morris is definitely the
wrong gift
Among the newer gifts that warrant your attention is a revolutionary development in the enjoyment of recorded music This
is the Low-Fi Phonograph. The Low-Fi, product of years of
patient research, has so little fidelity to the record you put on
it that if, for example, you put Stardust on the turntable,
Melancholy Baby will come out This is an especially welcome
gift for people who hate Stardust.
Finally there is Sigafoos Shaving Cream, a brand, new kind
of cream that makes whiskers grow in instead of out. You just
bite them off in the morning.
©Max Shulmao. 1955

To Max'* tuggettion to five PHILIP MORRIS for graduation, the
makert of PHILIP MORRIS, toho bring you this column, add a
hearty amen.

ASSOCIATION OF THE
UNITED STATES
ARMY MEDAL
Awarded to the outstanding
Infantry ROTC cadet in the
June, 1955, graduating class.
Last year the award was won
by Cadet Lieutenant Colonel
Lawrence M. Gressette from
Saint Matthews. Presentation
by Colonel George Douglass,
Professor of Military Science
and Tactics.
AIR FORCE ASSOCIATION
SILVER MEDAL
Awarded to the best outstanding Junior Class student of the
Air Force advanced ROTC program. Last year the winner was
Cadet James K. Henderson of
Clemson. Presentation by Colonel Lloyd H. Tull, Professor of
Air Science and Tactics.
ROTC GOLD MEDAL OF THE
SOCIETY OF AMERICAN
ENGINEERS
Awarded to the outstanding
senior engineering student and
the outstanding junior- engineering student in the Advanced Engineering Reserve Officers Program at Clemson. Last year these
awards were won by Cadets John
T. Gibbs and David Morris, respectively. Presentation by Colonel George Douglass, Professor
of Military Science and Tactics.
ARMED FORCES
COMMUNICATIONS
ASSO. HONOR AWARD
Gold medal and ribbon bar
awarded to cadet named outstanding Air Force ROTC senior pursuing electrical engineering as his major course.
Last year, this award was won
by Cadet Philip Nickles of Hodges.
Presentation by Colonel
Lloyd H. Tull, Professor of Air
Science and Tactics .
ARMED FORCES
COMMUNICATIONS
ASSO. HONOR AWARD
Gold medal and ribbon awarded
to the cadet named outstanding
Army ROTC senior pursuing electrical engineering as his major
course. Last year this award was
presented to Cadet Jones A. Gaillard of Florence. Presentation by
Colonel George Douglass, professor of Military Science and Tactics.
CONSOLIDATED VULTEE
CORPORATION
ANNUAL AWARD
Certificate and miniature aircraft awarded to the outstanding
student enrolled in the Basic Air
Force ROTC program at Clemson.
Last year this award was won by
Cadet James F. Humphries of Columbia. Presentation by Colonel
Lloyd H. Tull, professor of Air
Science and Tactics.
QUARTERMASTER
ASSOCIATION AWARDS
Key awarded to senior and
medal awarded to junior judged
best representative students of
the Quartermaster ROTC programs in their respective classes. Presentation by Colonel
George Douglass, Professor of
Military Sciences and Tactics.
U. S. ARMOR ASSOCIATION
ENGRAVED SCROLL
Awarded to the outstanding cadet enrolled in the Advanced Armor ROTC program. Last year
this award was won by Cadet Ben
Chreitzberg. Presentation by Colonel George Douglass, professor
of Military Science and Tactics.
ARMOR MEDAL
Awarded to the student attaining the highest scholastic average
in the advanced Armor ROTC
program at Clemson. Last year
this award was won by Joseph
Lindsay of Clemson. Presentation by Colonel George Douglass,
professor of Military Sciences
and Tactics.
COMMANDERBEST COMPANY
Medal awarded to the cadet
company commander of the
best company on the regiment.
Presentation by Miss Toppie

The new TAPS staff for 1955-56 are (left to right, top row) Hugh Patrick, editor;
Mac Chapman, associate editor; Bill Dunn, business manager; Louis Amick. organizations editor; and Rusty Langley, sports editor. (Second row) Allston
Thompson, military editor; BUI Volght, classes editor; Frank Martin, features edi-

Clemson Men Are Tops In
Coker College Poll This Year
"Coker girls are true"—in the words of a popular Coker
College song. That they are—to Clemson College men—
has been decisively demonstrated for the seventh time in
seven years.
Which simply means that
Clemson collegians have scored
their seventh sweeping triumph in a seven-year-old poll
of Coker girls' favorite college men. The Tigers copped
71 of some 160 ballots distributed among 13 institutions.
Returns have just been announced in The Periscope, Coker
student newspaper, which conducts the male popularity poll
as a regular spring feature.
About three-fourths of Coker's
feminine student body expressed
their sentiments in the present
tally.
Top also—ran honors go to
The Citadel cadets for the third
straight year. They mustered 40
votes. University of South Carolina men placed third with 18.
Some 30 additional ballots were
scattered among seven other Carolina schools and three in Maryland, Pennsylvania and New
McLean, Honorary Cadet Colonel. Pennant for guidon also
presented to the winning company and individual ribbons
worn by its members.
COMMANDANT—BEST
DRILLED COMPANY
Medal awarded to the cadet
company commander of the best
drilled company on the regiment.
A pennant is presented for the
company guidon and each member of the company is permitted
to wear a bar. Presentation by
Miss Toppie McLean, Honorary
Cadet Colonel.
LEADER—BEST
DRILLED PLATOON
Awarded to the leader of the
best drilled platoon on the regiment. Members of the platoon
are entitled to wear ribbon bars.
Presentation by Miss Toppie McLean, Honorary Cadet Colonel.
LEADER—BEST
DRILLED SQUAD
Medal awarded to the leader of
the best drilled squad on th.e
regiment. Members of the squad
are permitted to wear bar ribbons. Presentation by Miss Toppie McLean, Honorary Cadet Colonel.

York.
The Clemson corner on
nearly half the 1955 total
marks one of the best showings the Tigers have made.
But they were harder pressed
than ever before by their
closest rivals, and missed by a
considerable margin matching the record 57 per cent
share of the overall count they
garnered in 1954.
Steady but slow gainers in
the past, The Citadel's tenacious
Bulldogs this year staged the
strongest runner-up bid in poll
history. They cut the Clemson
lead below two to one for the
first time. They also more than
doubled the numerical high and
almost doubled the percentage
high they racked up a year ago.
Their current votes comprise 25
per cent of the 1955 tally. In
1954 they rated only a 15 per
cent share with 18 votes.
USC Gamecocks, practically
out of the running for the past
two years, made a good comeback The third-place rank they
now boast is their highest since
1952, when they finished runners-up for the second time.

ASCE Takes
9 New Members

tor; Bob Huey, photographer; and Fred Hoover, office manager. (Third row)
Jack Bennet, designer; Ted Pappas, designer; Freddy Ellison, advertising manager; and Eddie Bordeaux, advertising manager. (TIGER photo by Bob Huey).

:-: Vets Corner :-:
Q. Toward the end of my
grace period, I made out a check
for my monthlj GI insurance
premiums, but I just now remember I forgot to sign it. I have
plenty of money In the bank to
cover the payment. What will
happen? Will my insurance
lapse?
A. Your insurance will not lapse.
VA will send you a letter notifying you of your error. You
will have 31 days from the date
of the letter to send in another
check, bringing your premium
payments up to date.
Q. My husband, a World War
II veteran, bought a home with
a GI loan before he died of a
service-connected disability. As
an unremarried widow, would I
still be eligible for a GI loan in
my own right, even though he
used the benefit?
A. Yes. The fact that he used
his GI loan entitlement would
not serve to bar you from using
yours, as the unremarried widow
of a veteran.
*
Q. 1 am a lawyer. I interrupted my profession to join the
armed forces, and. I have just
been discharged. Would I be
allowed to take some brush-up
courses in law under the Korean
GI Bill, before resuming my
practice?
A. No. The law prohibits veterans from training for objectives they already had reached,
by reason of prior experience or
training.
Before service, you
had already reached your ob-

jective of lawyer.
Veterans living in this area
who wish rurther information
about their benefits should write
the VA Regional Office, 1801
Assembly Street, Columbia, S.
C, or see their County Service
Officer.
Q. I intend to convert my
World War II GI term insurance
policy to a permanent plan.
What VA consider as my age,
for purpose of premium rates—
my past birthday of my birthday to come?
A. Your age will be considered
as your birthday nearest the effective date of your permanentplan insurance.
Q. As a Korean veteran, may
I join with a non-veteran in obtaining a GI business loan?
A. Yes. But VA's guarantee
will be based only on that
amount of the loan which represents your interest. The guarantee cannot extend to the portion of the loan representing the
non-veteran's contribution to the
enterprise.
Q. I received an administrative discharge from the armed
forces to give up my enlisted
status and become an officer. On
the basis of that discharge,
would I be eligible for Korean
GI Bill training?
may not be taken by persons on
A. No. Korean GI training
active duty. You must be a veteran—out of service—in order to
train.
Veterans living In this area

The American Society of Civil
Engineers recently accepted nine
new members into the organization. Chosen for entrance into
the club are Lea Salters, a junior
from Walterboro; Roy Moore, a
junior from Charlotte; Patrick
Hetrick, a junior from Anderson;
and David Sanders, a junior from
Clemson.
Also Bob Jenkins, a sophomore
from Anderson; Bob Bennett, a
junior from Clemson; Al Frierson, a junior from Summerton;
and Bill Carpenter, a graduate
student from Graniteville.
The group held its formal in
itiation Tuesday night at the
YMCA cabin on the Seneca
River.

SANDWICHES - - SHORT ORDERS
Located On Seneco Highway

Clemson Theatre
(Ike Coantrj Geatlemen'n rheitre

Clemson, South Carolina

Phone 6011

APRIL 28-29-30

"A Man Called
Peter"
Starring

Richard Todd and
Jean Peters
as

MR. & MRS. PETER
MARSHALL
Prices:
ADULTS .....
STUDENTS

NEATEST APPEARING
CADET

BILL & HATTIES DRIVE-IN

Q. Previously VA had been
deducting my GI . insurance
premium payments from my
monthly disability compensation.
My compensation has just been
reduced to the point where it no
longer is large enough to cover
my premiums. What happens
now?
A. Since your compensation
payments no longer are large
enough to cover your GI insure
ance premiums, the automatic
deduction plan will stop. You.
will have to start paying prern-"
iums yourself..
Q. I am drawing a VA pension. My wife has just gone to
work part-time to supplement
our income. Am I supposed to
count her salary in figuring
whether my annual income falls
below the legal "ceiling?"
A. No. In computing your
annual income, you need not include the separate income ofyour wife.

THUR., FRI., and SAT.

CANTERBURY CLUB

(Continued from Page 1)
chairman; Pete Newell, textile
engineering junior from BrookMedal awarded by the Execline, Massachusetts, Rick Holder,
utive Sergeants Club to the
arts and sciences freshman from
neatest appearing cadet in Spartanburg, and Joel Porcher,
the corps of cadets. Presentacivil engineering junior of Chartion by the Honorary Cadet
leston Vestry members at large
Sergeant.
This will be the governing
body of the coming year with the
MARKSMANSHIP AWARDS
Awards presented by Colonel Rev. R. L. Oliveros as adviser to
George Douglass to the members the group.
of the Army ROTC rifles team
CURVE—Something which if
high in certain individual events,
and by Colonel Lloyd H. Tull to you hug the wrong one, may
members of the Air Force ROTC wreck you.—Outdoor Indiana
rifle team high in certain individual events. There are ten oi
When a woman is dressed to
these awards to be presented.
kill, her first victim is her feet.

who wish further information
about their benefits should write
the VA Regional Office, 1801 Assembly Street, Columbia, S. C,
or see their County Service Officer.

$.50
$.45

MONDAY & TUESDAY
MAY 2-3
JOHN STEINBECK'S

Final winners in company, battalion, and regimental competition
for military honors are (left to right, seated) Pete Purvis, best
drilled junior; Bob White, best drilled sophomore.
(Left to
right, top row- Robert Cooper, hest drilled freshman; Charlie
Richey, neatest cadet; and Bob Phillips, assistant squad leader of
the best drilled squad. (TIGER photo by Bob Huey.)

"East of Eden"
Starring

JAMES DEAN

ANDERSON'S FINEST

WEDNESDAY, MAY 4

Van
Hart-Schaffner & Marx... Embassy Row
Heusen Shirts . . . Freeman Shoes
Stetson and Lee Hats
Main At Earle
CA 5-9691
Anderson, S. C

EDMUND O'BRIEN
in

"Shields For
Murder1
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Tigers Trip Tar Heels And State; Lose To Deacons
Bengal Frosh
Take Belton
In Last Frame

By Lewis Cromer
OLD TIGERS NEVER DIE
This week another Clemson Tiger made headlines. This
time it was one of those Tigers whose bite will always be
remembered in the old Southern Conference, Ray Mathews, stellar halfback of bygone days. This year the exClemson slugger will exhibit his diamond wares in Greenville where he has accepted a job with the Greenville
Spinners of the Tri-State loop.
Recently, the Spinners ran into a managerial snag over
the fleet-footed outfielder. Ray was technically the property of the Baltimore Orioles when he played center field
with the now defunct Anderson Rebels in 1953. The Baltimore organization, however, promised Ray that no
strings would be attached should the Rebels fold.

"Slide, Roger, slide." In the above photo, Roger
Gaines, Tiger rightfielder, can be seen sliding
into third base in one of the Tiger's recent
games. Gaines, from Greenwood, has been one

of the Tiger's big guns at the plate thus far this
year. (TIGER photo courtesy of Frankie Martin.)

Even ACC Conference
Win Record For Year

The Rebels folded in 1954 and the Orioles took every
player without spending a cent. Ray took the opportunity
to come South again this year to play .with the Spinners.
The Greenville folks were amazed when the Orioles slapped a price of $500.00 on his head. They were quick to
The Clemson Tigers repeated, their weekly scheme of two
respond and Mathews will still hold down a centerfield
wins and a loss again this week. The charges of Coach Bob
post with the Spinners. It does seem a little unfair, Smith evened their ACC record at 5-5 by beating North
though, on the Orioles' part.
Carolina and N. C. State while losing to the Wake Forest
Demon Deacons.
THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS
NORTH CAROLINA GAME
This week is the last time that I will be writing this column. I would like to say right now that it has been a lot
of fun on my part, and I sincerely hope that I have gotten
your attention at least a couple of times this year. I have
tried to "Trail the Tiger" in the best manner that I knew
and though sometimes it might have been trying, I have
attempted to give you, in this column, the very best in
Sports that I thought would merit the Clemson public's
attention.
This column will be written next year by Louis Jordan. Jordan is a conscientious worker who knows his
sports. He intends to "cover Clemson like the Dew"
in this column for the coming year and I, for one, am
sure that he will do a commendable job. He has got
what it takes and I wish him the best of luck at it
A FEW PREDICTIONS
Since this is my last column, I would like to make a
couple of predictions in passing. These will affect sports
at Clemson for the coming year. I have been known to
miss a few predictions in the past, but I hope that this time
I may hit 100 % on them.
This year, I predict in baseball that those "Terrible
Terps" from Maryland will cop ACC laurels and be bested
by the V. P. I. Gobblers in the Regional Meet. Also that
though the Tigers will not repeat as Conference champs,
that they will have a better than .500 won-lost record on
the season. I also predict that the track team will be
state champions and runners up in Conference play.
Getting along toward Fall, I see the Tigers rebounding
from the depths to gain a commendable 8-2 record on the
season with losses only to Rice and Maryland and a possible visit to a bowl. Oh, yes, I will follow in the footsteps
of countless Tiger Sports Editors and choose the Tigers to
win the game of the century in Columbia next year on Big
Thursday, 21-20. This time, I shall be right.
The most surprising prediction is my last one. Namely, that Clemson will jump from the very bottom of
the ACC basketball ladder to the top in one season and
take the ACC championship in that sport. Tremendous sophomores, lettermen with experience and the
wiles of Banks McFadden should turn the trick for the
first time in a coon's age for the Tiger Basketeers.
Two unimportant predictions are that the Brooklyn
Dodgers will weather a Milwaukee threat at the end of the
year to cop league honors and move on to beat the Yankees
and win their first world's championship. Wes Santee,
the fabulous American miler, will flash past the four minute mark for the first time during the next year also.
Mark these predictions well. They are my last and
most accurate, especially that Carolina part. Again let
me say that I have enjoyed being your Sports Editor this
year. Folks like you make writing columns a pleasure.

TIGER TAVERN
A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH

The Clemson Tigers came
through in the seventh inning
with a triple play to pull pitcher
George Compton out of deep
water and permit the righthander to go on to win the encounter with a 4-3 victory over
North Carolina.
Trailing by 4-3 the Tar Heels
put two men on base with-no
outs to open the seventh. Albert Long reached first on an
error and Chuck Hartman's attempted sacrifice bounced over
the third baseman's head for a
hit.
Ben Kellar, however, batting
for Billy Joe Johnson, lined
sharply to Compton. The Tiger
pitcher to second to double Long
and the relay to first nipped
Hartman.
Summary:
CLEMSON
AB H O A
Swet'rg, lb
3 0 9 0
Black'n, ss __ .
4 1 3 4
Barnett, cf
__ 4 1 6 0
Gaines, rf _
4 2 2 0
Smith, 3b
2 1 1 1
Brown, If
4 10 0
Cant'll, 2b ______ 2 0 0 1
O'Quinn, c
.
4 2 7 2
Compton, p
4 0 13

and walked only two.
The, Deacons blasted the Tiger
pitchers for 14 hits including
home runs by Miller and McRae.
The Deacons' all conference
catcher, Linwood Holt drove in
four runs on a single and a
double.
Clemson's catcher, Jim O'Quinn
led the Tigers' attack on the
Deacons with five hits for five
trips to the plate. Lonnie
Shealey was next with three for
five.
This loss gave Clemson a 4-5
conference record and gave Wake
Forest a 5-1.
CLEMSON
AB H O A
Har'son, ss
4
1
2
L. Sh'l'y, 2b
5
3
Barnett, cf
3
1
Cole'n, cf
„
1
4
O'Quinn, c
_ __ 5
1
Gaines, rf
_! 5
0
Smith, 3b _____ 5
1
Brown, If
.
3
Swe'b'rg, lb
— 4 0 10 0
_10 1 0
Black'n, lb _
__ 3 0 0
D. Sh'l'y, p _
_.. 1 0 0
Toth, p
_
__ 1 0 0
a Landers
Totals

40 14 24 10

Wolfpack hurlers give up 15
bases on balls. Clemson left a
sum total of sixteen men stranded on the sacks in the encounter.
The game marked the Tigers
fifth ACC triumph. They have
lost a like number of conference
games. State now has a 5-2
conference record.
With the Tigers in control of
a two run lead in the fifth, two
of the three umpires, Red
Simpson and Howard Lynn,
had (3 leave because of another game commitment. At that
point, Coach Bob Smith declared that the contest was being finished under protest.
Tommy Hargrove, who started for State, was the losing pitcher. One of the features was
the fine relief pitching of the
Tigers' Humphries.
Leonard came in in the fifth
and gave up only five hits in
4% innings. Russ Casteen hit
for the circuit forNorth Carolina
State.
THE SUMMARY
AB H
CLEMSON
2
Har'son, ss
6
Shealy, 2b
yaines, rf — — - 5
4
O'Quinn, c
4
Smith, 3b
Kaltenback, If — — 6
6
Coleman, cf
Swetenburg, lb
3
Crosland, p
1
Humphries, p
1

AB H O A Totals
38 14 27 9
8 27 11 Wake Forest
3 0 0 2
Moore, ss
_
AB H O A
5 3 2
NORTH CAROLINA AB H O A McKeel, cf
N. C. STATE
5
-4240
Hudson, rf _
3 0 2 0 Miller, rf
Casteen, rf —
Holt, c
__ 5
Zach'y, If
3 10
Santoli, cf —
Cole, 3b -.
__ — 5
Grav'te, cf
_ 3 2 2
Turney, 2b —
Barnes, 2b
3
Frye, lb __ _ _. 3 1 13
Peed, lb
McRae, If
— 4
Love, c
— 404
Whitley, ss —
Bonz'i, lb
__ 3
Lloyd, 2b
—
0 5
Bar'ger, 3b —
Davis,
4 1 10
Long, ss
_
0 0
Norris, If — .
1 10
Woods, 3b
:
1 0 0
West, c
37 14 27 10 Hargrove, p —
Har'an, 3b
1 0 0 Totals
001 100 200 Welsh, p
Hall, p
0 0 Clemson
401 032 lOx Dick'n, p — .
Johnson, p
0 0 Wake Forest
a Keller,
aFris'll
0 0 NORTH CAROLINA
STATE GAME
Stallings, p —
Totals
The Tigers, on the rebound,
32 6 27 12
42 14 27 9
beat North Carolina State 12-10 Totals
Tuesday in an Atlantic Coast a—Flied out for Dickman in 9th.
WAKE FOREST GAME
104 410 101—12
A pitching whiz from Wake Conference game that lasted Clemson
022 220 101—10
Forest, along with their all con- more than three hours and saw N. C. State
ference catcher, knocked the Tigers out of the win column last
IVY LEAGUE WALKING SHORTS
Monday afternoon at Wake ForIVY LEAGUE COTTON CORDS
est, N. C. Lowell (Lefty) Davis
NEW SHIPMENT SPORT SHIRTS
won his sixth straight game by
NEW SHIPMENT MOCCASINS
limiting the Clemson boys to
only 14 hits, all but one of which
were singles. He struck out ten
Totals

Tiger Linksters
Split Pair Of
Golf Matches

Netmen Edged In
Match With Furman
As Doubles Decide

Trado Shines As
Freshmen Take
Sixth Contest

unmatched

NOTICE
The student body is reminded
&
that there are several tennis
courts available for leisure play
at Clemson. There are two cement courts and six clay courts
located immediately behind the » 16 pages — fully illustrated.
practice football field. These > Covers atomic energy from
subs and aircraft to plutocourts are available to students
nium production and atomic
at all hours. Those courts bepower plants for electricity.
hind the Field House are re- • For your free booklet, write:
General Electric Co., Dept.
served for members of the tennis
2-119N, Schenectady, N. Y.
team only.

to college
students

and Supply Store For All Your
School Needs!

CLEMSON BOOR STORE
CHECKS CASHED FREE OF CHARGE!

**•

CARDS NOW

7 A. M. TIL MIDNIGHT

L C. Martin Drug Co.

uncopied...
the extra-fine hairlines
styled in the natural
Fleet model.

«265°

Be Sure To Visit Your Official College Book

Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

to give the ultimate in
cool, lightweight comfort.

Q/Aadv(yo&/4

at HOKE SLOANS

SELECT YOUR MOTHERS DAY

WILL BE OPEN LATE FOR ALL DANCES!

The Clemson Frosh diamond
byterian 75 1/2-55 1/2 in track here today.
men defeated Belton Mill 10-9 in
The Tigers swept first and
an extra inning ball game Monsecond places' in the discus, shot Clemson. 10:15.3.
day afternoon at Clemson.
put and high jump to register
220 yard low hurdles—,1. BowGlenn Sheriff doubled home their margin of victory.
en, Clemson. 2. Hancock, PresPresbyterian made its best byterian 3. Falls, Presbyterian.
Myers with one out in the bottom of the tenth to sew up the mark in the . short dashes, :25.2
sweeping all three places in the
High jump—1. Mitchell, Clemgame for the Cubs and for
100 and taking first and second
Johnnie Drake, his third against in the 220. Bobby Vass, P. C. son. 2. Williams, Clemson. 3.
Tie between Aiken, Presbyterian
no defeats.
junior, led individual scoring and Hendley, Clemson. 6'
Ken Harper of Williamston for the meet with 16 points. He
Pole vault—1. Metz, Clemson.
singled home the two tying runs won the broad jump and the 2. tie between R. Johnson, Presjavelin and finished second in byterian and Abbott, Clemson.
for Clemson in the bottom of the 100 and 220 yard dashes.
12' 4"
the ninth.
Abbeville's Billy
The summary:
Shot put—1. Kirby, Clemson.
Breedlove, Myers and Harper
One mile run—1. Carter, Clem- 2. Spooner, Clemson. 3. Harringeach hit safely twice for the son.
2. Fesperman, Presbyte- ton, Presbyterian. 45' 6"
Frosh.
rian. 3. Dickens, Clemson. 4:37.3
Discus—1. Kirby,! Clemson. 2.
Clemson
103 003 002 1—10
440 yard run—1. Laws, Pres- Murphree, Clemson. 3. Regehr,
Belton
500 010 002 0— 9 byterian. 2. Buck, Clemson. 3. Presbyterian. 135'7"
Major, Clemson, :52.9
Javelin—1. Vass, Presbyterian.
100 yard dash—1. D. Johnson, 2. Ward, Clemson. 3. Aiken,
Presbyterian. 2. Vass, Presby- Presbyterian. 150' 10%"
terian. 3. Marshall, PresbyteBroad jump—1. Vass, Presbyrian, :10
terian. 2. George, Clemson. I.
120 high hurdles—1. Bowen, Aiken, Presbyterian 21' 11%"
Clemson. 2. Hancock, PresbyOne mile relay—won by Clemterian. 3. Aiken, Presbyterian son (Floyd, Major, Stone, Buck)
N. C. STATE MATCH
:15.6
3:39.9
880 yard run—1. Carter, ClemThe Clemson College golfers
defeated the North Carolina son. 2. Stone," Clemson. 3. Laws,
State aggregation here last Sat- Presbyterian. 2:07.6
220 yard dash—1. D. Johnson,
urday in a home match 17% to
9% in Atlantic Coast Conference Presbyterian. 2. Vass, Presbyplay. Leonard Yaun of Clemson terian. 3. Floyd, Clemson. :22.1
Two mile run—1. Fesperman,
was medalist with a 2 under par
Presbyterian. 2. tie between Rob70.
erts, Davis, and Quattlebaum,
The summary:
On the courts behind the field
house at Clemson, Monday, the
Yaun, Clemson, defeated CroFurman University netmen capckett 3 and 0; Johnson, Clemtured the last set of doubles to
son, defeated Dietz 2 and 1;
defeat the Clemson boys 5-4.
Yaun and Johnson defeated
Through the efforts of Sidney
Crockett and Dietz 3 and 0.
Maddox and Tom Sawyer, FurWoodard, Clemson, defeated
man downed the Clemson
Bill
Trado,
of
Henderson,
Edwards 2 and 1; Bruce, N. C.
doubles team, Lander and LuetState, defeated Larisey 2 and 1; North Carolina, hurled a two hit wyler, 6-4, 7-5.
Woodard and Larisey tied Ed- shutout here Tuesday for his
The summary:
third win of the current camwards and Bruce \Vz to 1M>.
Aye (C) defeated Price 6-2 6-2
paign, as the Clemson frosh conMargotta, N C. State, refeat- tinued their winning ways at
Si (C) defeated Mitchell 6-0
ed Agnew 2 and 1; Butler, Clem- the hands of Spartanburg Jun- 6-3
son, defeated Rose 2 and 1; ior College. The win was the
Haight (F) defeated Theos 6-8
Agnew and Butler defeated Mar- Tigers' sixth in seven starts and 6-4
Maddox (F) defeated Scarpa
gotta and Rose 2 and 1.
they dominated play throughout
as the 6-0 score would indicate. 3-6 6-4 8-6
GEORGIA MATCH
Lander (C) defeated Cothran
The Cubs put the game away
A sophomore from the Uni- in the bottom of the seventh 6-1 6-1
Aye-Theos (C) defeated Priceversity of Georgia shot a blister- inning. Leon Myers doubled to
ing six under par 66 on the start the frame. Glenn Sheriff Cothran 6-2 6-1
Mitchell-Haight (F)) defeated
Athens Country Club course last singled and Gene Crocker was
Monday to lead the Georgia team safe on a two base error. At this Si-Scarpa 6-3 6-1
Maddox - Sawyer defeated
to victory over Clemson. Yaun point, the Spartans relieved their
was low man for Clemson with starter, John Ward, who had Lander-Luetwyler 6-4 7-5.
held the Cubs in check up to
a 71.
that point. The Baby Bengals
First foursome—Yaun (C) 71
got three more insurance runs in
defeated Kelly 75, 3-0; Griffin
the eighth on a single hit,
(G) 73 defeated Johnson 79, 3-0;
Trado fanned 10 Spartanburg
Clemson foursome won 3-0.
batters.
Trado
and Johnny
Second foursome — Lumpkin Drake, the Greenville frosh, are
(G) 66, defeated Woodward 73, each unbeaten in three starts. for the remarkable wash*
3-0; Howard (G) 77 defeated The Cubs play at the University
ing and wearing, wrinkleSchaefer 78, 2-1; Georgia four- of Georgia Friday. Drake will
probably receive the starting nod resistant qualities of
some won 3-0.
on the hill for the Freshmen.
DAN RIVER Wrinkl-Shed*
Third foursome—Blair (G) 72
Spartanburg
000 000 000—0 Cottons.
defeated Agnew 82, 3-0; BowClemson
000 010 23x—6
den (G) 72 defeated Butler 79;
Ward, Neely (7), Swofford
3-0; Georgia foursome won 3-0.
(8), and Lee; Trado and Padgett.

32

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

HOURS:

Clemson Tracksters Take
Measures
Of Blue Hosemen
Clemson scored heavily in the field events to defeat Pres-

FILTER TIP TAREYTON
True Tobacco Taste... Real Filtration
Famous Tareyton Quality
PRODUCT OF .
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Foreign Service
Examination To
Be Held In June

Purple Hurricanes
Fall To Clemson
In Track Meet Here

The first written examination
under the U. S. Department of
State's new recruiting program
for the Foreign Service will be
conducted in 65 cities through^
out the United States on June
24, 1955. It is hoped that the
program will bring approxi
mately 300 new Foreign Service
officers into the career corps
this year, a number which would
be unprecedented for any 12
month period. .
Under the revised procedures
the written examination will
take one day instead of the previous three days, and will offer
greater opportunities to individuals with specialized backgrounds.
From now on the written examination will be given in 65
cities, and the oral examination "Everyone asks which clergyman is my husband, play will be held here May 5. 'Tenelope's Parwhich follows will be held in but I'll never tell," says Juanita Gates, as Pene- sons" are (left to right) John Hunter, Bumps
lope Toop, in the latest production of the Clem- Freeman, Jim Boykin, Walker Duvall, and Bob
regional centers, rather than beson Little Theatre, "See How They Run." The Nowack.
Two members of the TIGER'S mile relay team man Hurricanes here on Tuesday, (TIGER ing limited to Washington as it
has been in previous years. The
can be seen in the above photo exchanging the photo courtesy of Moose Huey..)
will not disclose his identity.
baton in their victorious effort against the Furexaminations are open to anyone
who meets the age and citizenStarring in the production are
ship requirements.
John Hunter, Bumps Freeman,
Through this program, the DeJim Boykin, Walter Duvall, Bob
partment is engaged in carrying
Three films, each lasting about
The Clemson Little Theatre Nowack, Juanita Stewart, Anita
out recommendations made a
Gates, Janet Crawford, and
This Wednesday, April 27, the few months ago by Secretary half an hour, will be shown next will present the comedy "See
Philip
C. Shore. Bob Ware is
Dulles'
Committee
on
PersonSunday
afternoon
as
part
of
a
How They Run," in the Clemson
new Clemson College Livestock
nel. One of the major recom- series presented and sponsored
managing the production.
Chapel
on
Wednesday
evening
at
Laboratory was opened for in mendations calls for staffing
Richard Christopher of GreenPrices for the attraction are
spection for the first time. Some virtually all officer positions in by the Unitarian fellowship of 8:15 o'clock. A second performwood County and Curtis Wallace
200 people or more came from Washington and oversees with Clemson. The place, the Chem- ance will be given on Thursday. $1.00 for adults and $.50 for stuof Laurens, former 4-H club
throughout the state to witness Foregin Service officers, and for istry Auditorium at Clemson
The heart of the plot concerns dents. Little Theatre members
members, have been selected as
its opening. Dr. Robert F. Poole, integrating Civil Service person- College, the time, 3:30 p. m.
a
woman, Penelope Toop, who will be admitted on their season
1955 delegates in the InternaWhat qualifications should a President of the college, sent out nel now filling these positions
"Fabulous
Florida"
brings
the
has
a husband in the clergy, but tickets.
tional Farm Youth Exchange
graduate have if he is invitations for the inspection. into the Foreign Service Offi
(IFYE) program. Their selec- college
going into industry? Mr. Her- The laboratory was opened be- cer Corps. Since almost all pro- highlights of a trip through acres
tion was based on their out- man Wolfe, personnel manager tween the hours of three and six. fessional vacancies will now be of orange blossoms, through junstanding achievements and of the Duke Power Company, It is considered to be among the filled from the Foreign Service gles, gardens, and skyscrape
leadership in 4-H Club work and gave his company's answer to best equipped and most effl Officers Corps there is an urgent
cities, set to gay music. "Ameriother organizations. Richard will this question at a meeting of ciently operated in the United need for new officers.
PRESENTS
can Frontier" is the authentic
go to Denmark while Curtis will the Sage Club on April 19.
States. Dean Farrar of the School
A further recommendation of
The
New
1955
Magnavox Line
go to Israel. Both are members
of Agriculture, acted as host for the Secretary's Committee pro- record of the great oil discovery
PRICED FROM $149.50 UP
The qualities Mr. Wolfe listed the inspection.
of the S. C. Master 4-H Club.
vides for simplifying and expe- in the Williston Basin of Mon- Reasonable Down Payment — Easy Terms! — 24 Months To Pay!
as essential were honesty and
Richard is a Junior at Clem- general realiability, a sound
diting the process of examining tana.
son College and Curtis is a background in engineering, the
and appointing Foreign Service
"This is West Point," which did
Sophomore at Presbyterian Col- ability to write and speak effecofficer candidates, although the
not arrive in time for last Sunlege, Clinton.
standards
for
entrance
into
the
tively and correctly, a sense of
FOR FINE CLOTHES OR
Foreign Service will in no way day, will also be shown. This
According to announcements civic responsibility, willingness
BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS
picture
is
a
Department
of
De
be
lowered.
and approvals received from the to cooperate as part of a team,
To be eligible to take the ex- fense film and depicts the trainNational 4-H Foundation by L. and persistance in selling a new
ITS
amination, candidates must be at ing of cadets in the United States
O. Clayton, state IFYE leader, idea.
least 20 years of age and under Military Academy.
both young men will report to Mr. Wolfe explained that Duke
DRAKES In Greenville
31; American citizens of at least
Washington, D. C, June 11 to Power Company offers many opA
delegation
from
the
Clem10 years standing and if married,
complete their orientation. They portunities in managerial posiwill join other delegates to Eu- tions for men properly qualified. son Lutheran Student Associa- married to an American citizen.
ropean and Near East countries He emphasized the importance tion attended the Little Ashram
Starting salaries for successful
June 18 and-will sail from Que- of a broad cultural background at .Camp Lutheridge, near Ar- candidates range from $4,000 to
bec, They will live, work, at- for men who would become ad- den, North Carolina, which was $5,000 per year depending upon
The Clemson Garden Club tend meetings, and go to teurch ministrators of the best sort. held from April 22-24. This was the age and experience of the ina meeting of the regional Luthewill meet on May 9 at 4:00 p. m. with various farm families for
Duke Power Company now ran Student Association of dividual. In addition, generous
at the home of Mrs. H. W. Barre, five months in their respective
insurance and retirement bene101 Hillcrest Street. This meet- assigned countries. Some 135 employs eighty other Clemson America. The theme of the meet- fits are granted, as well as anmen,
a
larger
number
than
any
ing was "Send Forth in Thy nual and sick leave.
ing will be a garden party for IFYE's from America will go to
members, featuring "Garden some 40 other countries this year other college has placed with the Name."
The closing date for filing apCorsages Made by Individuals as "Grass Roots Ambassadors". company.
Those attending this meeting plications to participate in this
With Your Own Garden FlowThe whole idea of the two- provide them with a wider from Clemson were Joe Clelan, examination is May 2, 1955. Furers". Members of the commitway
exchange program during knowledge and understanding of Gurney Stuck, B. C. Smith, Louie ther information and application
tee in charge of arrangements
Derrick, Lanny Moore and the forms may be obtained by writare: Mrs. M. B. Stevenson, the past nine years has been to America and our way of life.
Rev. Enoch Stockman.
ing to the Board of Examiners of
help
rural
young
people
20
to
Chairman; Mrs. J. M. Cook; and
Cooperating with the Clemson
the Foreign Service, U. S. De30
years
of
age
to
better
underMrs. J. M. Hubbard. Hostesses
-*r
Extension
Service
and
the
Napartment of State, Washington
assisting Mrs. Barre are Mrs. F. stand and to appreciate the tional 4-H Foundation, the South SAME TAKES
25, D. C.
problems
and
ways
of
life
of
(Continued
from
Page
1)
C. Anderson, Mrs. David DunaCarolina Master 4-H Club has
van, and Mrs. J. A. Stevenson. similar people in other coun- the IFYE program as its main the Auromundel Corporation in
Mrs. S. C. Stribling is President tries of the world. The ex- project. The cost of financing Baltimore, Md., and is under
About the time you learn to
of the Club and will preside change is dedicated to the be- the IFYE program is met by vol- contract to the Corps of Engilief that understanding is the
make the most of life, the most
over the meeting.
untary contributions. No gov- neers.
foundation of world peace. In ernment money or public money
WHAT DO
The field trip was ended with of it is gone.
the spirit of IFYE delegates and is used. Through the coopera- a trip to Fort Sumter, where the
TASTES
YOU THINK?
tion and contributions of clubs group saw the fort that started
exchangees are accepted
"A good secretary always
GOOD!
Senior Lifesaving Classes are members of the families visited or organizations and business the War Between the States.
keeps one jump^ ahead of her
now being taught at the Y. M. C. —for mutual respect and under- firms over the state, the State
A. These classes are taught by standing must begin at the fam- Master 4-H Club is now in the Twenty-six persons went on the boss—especially at an office
midst of raising $2,000 to finance field trip.
party."
Red Cross Instructors and certhe program in South Carolina
tified by the National Headquar- ily level.
ters of the Red Cross OrganizaIn exchange for the two dele- this year. Funds contributed
tion.
gates from this state, South Car- to the National 4-H Foundation
These lessons are a vital part olina will receive four ex- are used to match what is sent
of the Red Cross Water Safety changees from other countries. in from the various states to
program which is in effect
make the program possible.
throughout the United States to- They will live and work with
South Carolina contributions
day. Passing the course is us- farm families, attend meetings,
ually prerequisite for getting and study our Extension Service may be sent to L. O. Clayton,
many summer camp jobs where and other rural organizations in state IFYE leader, Clemson, for
water safety is a vital concern. our state for three months each. deposit with, and handling
More than ever before, we
need capable water instructors And they will each spend three through, the Treasurer of Clemin our nation's summer camps, months in some other state to son College.
public swimming pools, and recreation centers. The Red Cross
is doing a commendable job with
these lessons-which are taken by
over a million Americans a year.

Tuesday afternoon the Clemson track team met the Furman
cindermen here at Clemson.
Taking fourteen first places out
of the fifteen events the Tigers
were well out in front at all
times.
Floyd, Carter, Kirby, and Bowen paced the Tigers by capturing two first places each. Carter
cut his time for the half mile
down to only about two seconds
above the ACC record. His time
was 1:59.4. Clemson scored 109
points to Furman's 37.
The summary:
100 yard dash—1) Floyd (C)
2) Smith (C) 3) Baltczar (F)
10.5
220 yard dash—l)Floyd (C)
2) Baltezar (F) 3) Major (C)
23.0
440 yard dash—1) (tie) Buck
(C) and Patrick (F) 3) Major
53.0
880 yard dash—1) Carter (C\
2) Mattos (F) 3) Stone (C)
1:59.4
One mile run—1) (tie) Carter
(C) and Dickens (F) 3) Mcr Manus (F) 4:43.3
Two mile run—1) Quattlebaum (C) 2) Roberts (F) 3)
Davis (C) 11:31.9
120 yard high hurdles—1)
Bowen (C) 2) Mason (C) 3)
Bauman (C) 16.0
220 yard low hurdles—1) Bowen (C) 2) Mason (C) 3) Durham (C) 24.8
High jump—1) (3 way tie)
Mitchell (C) Williams (C) Henley (C) 5' 8"
■ Broad jump—1) George (C)
2) Dupree (C) 3) Bray (C)
19' 10"
Pole vault—1) Metz (C) 2)
(4 way tie) Corrigan (C( Ab• bott (C) Adams (F) Hawkins
(F) 11' 6"
Shot put—1) Kirby (C) 2)
Spooner (C) 3) Pfeifer (F) 47' 6"
Discus—1) Kirby (C) 2) Murphree (C) 3) Hightower (F)
134'3"
Javelin — 1) Boyle (F) 2)
. Ward (C) 3) White (C) 155'6"
Mile relay—Clemson (Floyd,
Stone, Major, Buck) 3:38.0

Sunday Movies
Will Be Shown

New Livestock

International Farm Youth
Lab Inspected
i
Exchange Delegates Chosen

The Little Theatre
Presents Final Play

Sage Club Hears
Norman Wolfe

MARTIN RADIO SERVICE

Clemson Delegates
Attend Lutheran j
Student Meeting *

Clemson Garden
Club To Meet

(Jf^e^Wefi^ aqn£&-*9
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brings flavor back to filter smoking I

NOTICE

£1

J. E. SIRRINE CO., INC.

Not all good will programs
cost money; one of the best instruments of public relations
ever invented is the smile.

—ENGINEERSGREENVILLE,

SOUTH CAROLINA

NOTICE!
DAN'S NO. 2
MILK BAR NOW OPEN

THIS ARROW SHORT STORY
MAKES REAL SUMMER SENSE
Here's a really smart summer combination... getting more popular every day. Arrow gingham shirts
and fine Arrow walking shorts. They'll keep you
cool, and give you comfort when you want it most.
The shorts are comfortable, practical, right in style
today. We wouldn't be surprised to see more shorts
than "longs" on most any campus this spring.
Get Arrow walking shorts priced from a mere
$3.95 in denim ($5.00 in other fabrics). Get frosty
Arrow ginghams, too, from $3.95. Broadcloth check,
(left), $5.00.

ON CORNER ACROSS FROM POST OFFICE

ARROW

SOFT DRINKS--BREAD AND MILK

CASUAL WEAR

DAIRY PRODUCTS

SHIRTS & TIES
^
UNDERWEAR
4t
HANDKERCHIEFS ~

WINSTON tastes goodlike a cigarette should!
■ No wonder Winston's winning so many
friends so fast! College smokers found
flavor in a filter cigarette when they found
Winston. It's got real tobacco flavor!
Along with finer flavor, Winston also
brings you a finer filter. The exclusive
Winston filter works so effectively, yet
doesn't "thin" the taste or flatten the flavor.

Sfoofe WINSTON
tlit MMi'dnawJiMq fjiflfoi tiqcwftd
R. J. REYNOLD* TOBACCO CO., WINSTON-SALEH, N. C.
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that Connie Faucette and Mac
(Tick) Hendee are really fighting tooth and nail over a certain
red-head from Gainesville. He
(Oscar) can't understand why
this red-head doesn't dump both
these cruds.

down from the Commandant's
Office and released by the Adjutant is "NEKI HOKEY".
—OSCAR SAYS—

that he (Oscar) hears that This is the airplane that is available to members of the Aero Club
Sonny (Blind Man) Powers real- for flying: lessons and private trips. The airplane is kept at itae
ly got on his knees this past Anderson Airport.
—OSCAR SAYS—
week-end. How was the head
that Johnnie Anderson (male Sunday, Stupid?
Venus) isn't getting around too
—OSCAR SAYS—
much these days. He (Oscar)
heard that all his women wised
that Don (I drive a Buick)
up at the same time.
Cockfield has joined the ranks
of the roadrunners to Breneau
—OSCAR SAYS—
The Clemson Aero Club will sponsor a membership ra£
Watch your step "P. P." and
that it looks as if Bob Tarleton don't get snowed under.
fie from April 29 to May 10. Tickets will be sold for 5Q<
isn't going to be dating for the
each, and the winner at the drawing Tuesday, May 10, wil/
—OSCAR SAYS—
Jr.-Sr. Don't worry stooge, you
be given a free $40.00 share of club stock, thus making hint
can snake on the rats.
that George (Wire Head) Auld
—OSCAR SAYS—
has been acting so cocky lately a member with all flying privileges. After the raffle, thf
that he (George) is beginning to club will take in new members.
that he (Oscar) would like to look like Dave Moorehead. Lose
The Clemson Aero Club, to the amount of $50,000. Th«
know just what George Bennett a little fat and you could pass
which
was founded to encourage plane, may, on request, be flowi'
is planning to do about dates for for Dave's twin, George.
Clemson men to learn to fly and on weekend cross-country f lights,
Jr.-Sr. You should know "B.
—OSCAR SAYS—
give them the opportunity to do or may be used for learning t«
M. O. C." that two is a couple
and three is a crowd.
that he (Oscar) hears that so at a very little expense, is fly.
Clyde
(Gums) Glenn is still limited to Clemson students
—OSCAR SAYS—
In either case, the rates ar>
stooging for Don (the lover) alone. Membership is kept at
that Johnnie Drake (Boy Pit- Harrison. Wise up.Clyde, Don a reasonably small number so identical and are very reasonable—$3.50 per hour solo tinw
cher) is strictly "High School can't help you with Toppy.
that the club airplane will be and $6.50 per hour with a certiHarry" with his beautiful hair
—OSCAR SAYS—
available more often and for fied instructor. That means
and 13" drapes.
more
time.
that Gene (Mr. Repulsive)
one may learn to fly for only
—OSCAR SAYS—
At present, the Aero Club $52.00.
Wilkes is still at it. Wise up
that he (Oscar) really heard "Fat Man", the troops are not owns and maintains a threeNew members pay no initia-'
some bad reports from Spartan- impressed with your buying place yellow and red Piper J-5
tion fee; rather they buy a $40.00
burg this past week-end. It clothes and cashing checks.
lightplane, pictured above, which
seems as though refreshments
share of Aero Club stock, which
—OSCAR SAYS—
is in good flying condition and
flowed faster than the river.
is good for their stay at Clemthat from the looks of things flies very well. The airplane is son. This money may be "flown
—OSCAR SAYS—
B. C. (Big Deal) Inabinet has kept at the Anderson airport out" when desired.
that the troops really had a taken over with Shirley where because of the conrolete facilities
With a large new airport for
time making mud pies the other Bill (Lover) Hood left off. May- there and the availability of
night and that Charlie Ferguson be Shirley likes fat boys.
Clemson already on the drawing
three rated flight instructors,
and Dave Morris were the black
—OSCAR SAYS—
Ben Johnson, Marion Taylor, boards, the future is bright. For
birds.
additional information see Jimand Bob Coolbaugh.
that William (The Silent One)
—OSCAR SAYS—
mie Humphries, E-613 or Don
All
members
of
the
club
are
Dunn was seen sober the other
insured at the club's expense up Lidke, president, A-701.
that the latest order handed day. How amazing!

Clemson Aero Club
Will Sponsor Raffle

The newly elected TIGER staff for 1955-56 are (top row, left to
right) Roger Yike, editor; Charles Sanders, managing editor;
Frank Anderson, associate editor; Lewis Cromer, news editor.
(Second row, left to right) Louis Jordan, sports editor; Jack Ben-

P. R. Drill Meet To Be Held
At Clemson This Saturday
This Saturday, Company C,
Fourth Regiment of Pershing
Rifles will serve as host company for the annual Eastern Regimental Pershing Rifle Drill
Meet. This drill meet is the annual, competition for companies
In the Fourth Regiment.
Company C-4 is expecting five
companies to enter this year's
competition. They are: East

Tennessee State College, the University of Tennessee, Georgia
Tech, North Carolina State, and
Clemson College. Last year,
North Carolina State was the
high point winner with Clemson placing second.
There are five main events
in the meet. The individual
basic drill is open for any
Pershing Rifleman taking Basic

YOU'LL WANT YOUR MOTHER AND YOUR
GIRL TO WEAR FLOWERS WHEN THEY
COME TO CLEMSON FOR OUR BIGGEST DAY OF THE YEAR
MOTHER'S

DAY!

Reserve Your Flowers Now!
ORCHIDS, special

$3.50 up

CORSAGES, special

$1.50 up

(Gardenias, Roses, Carnations)

THE CLEMSON FLORIST
(Behind Judge Keller's)

Telephone 5159 Today!

nett, business manager; Dick Edgeworth, advertising manager;
and Bill Binnicker, circulation manager. (TIGER photos by Bob
Huey.)
ROTC, the individual advanced
drill features Pershing Riflemen in the Advanced ROTC program. There will be one entry
in each of the individual drills
from each company.
Each company will also enter
a squad in the competition.
Each squad will contain nine
men, with no more than three in
the Advanced ROTC program of
the respective school. The platoon drill will be held in like
fashion with 36 being held as a
maximum number of personnel
in each platoon. The fancy drill
event will be open to all companies with nine the minimum
number of men set for participation.
The drill meet will be held
in Clemson Memorial Stadium
beginning at 11 o'clock with the
individual basic drill. At 12:05,
individual advanced drill, will
be held. Squad drill will last
from 11:50 to 12:30 and dinner
will be served in the Clemson
Dining Room for the companies
entering at that time.
At 2 o'clock, platoon drill will
begin. It will end at 3:00 with
fancy drill and at 4:30 awards
will be presented and winners
of respective events announced.
Students' representing Clemson in the events are as follows:
for best drilled individual (Basic), Robert W. White; best drilled individual, (Advanced) Marion W. Sams, Jr.; best drilled
squad, Bill V. Cooper, leader,
Jim Donnan, John Duffie, Don
Foxworth, Bill Norton, Bob Phillips, Ferrell Prosser, Bob White,
and Terry Wise, squad members,
i
38 men will comprise Clemson's platoon entry and 42 its
fancy drill outfit. Members of
Fourth Regimental Headquarters will act as judges for the
contest. The student body is
urged to attend the meet and is
asked to be considerate of the
visiting companies this Saturday.

Clemson Cadets
On Television
A discussion on the roles of the
Air Force, Army and Navy in Na
tional Defense over WAIM-TV,
Anderson. South Carolina, re
cently, saw Clemson College well
represented.
In agreement that on the preparedness of all our Armed For
ces rests the strength and security of our country were AFROTC
cadets C. B. McCabe, wno served
as moderator, and cadet K. C.
McAlister, P. P. Newell, L. G.
McCraw, and R. M. Gentile.
The half hour TV presentation
also included a short film entitled "Armed Forces, U. S. A.",
which dealt with the overall missions and functions of the three
armed services.

Scholarship Day
To Be Observed
Next Wednesday
The annual Scholarship Recognition Day, at which time outstanding students attending
Clemson College will be recognized, will be held Wednesday
at 11 a. m. in the college chapel,
according to Dr. D. C. Sheldon,
chairman of the scholarship and
honors committee.
A total of 49 awards will be
given during the ceremonies and
will go to students representing
all six schools in the college.
Prizes will come in the form of
cash, cups, medals, and memberships in professional fraternities. Altogether, the awards
are valued at $6,315.

HALES

Patronize
Our
Advertisers
CAMPUS "STAND-OUTS »

Registered Jewelers — — American Gem Society
"Leading Jewelers and Diamond Merchants Since 1856"
GREENVILLE
SOUTH CAROLINA

STONE BROTHERS
108 North Main Street
"Complete Outfitters To Men, Young Men and Students*
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA

Real Gone Gal

A Southern supply company
advertises its bathrooms with
soap opera: "The wife's other
John".

YOUR IVY LEAGUE STORE
IN ANDERSON IS

BYERS MEN'S SHOP
110 NORTH MAIN STREET
COTTON CORD SUITS - - -

IN THE NEW NATURAL LOOK!

WALKING SHORTS--PLAIN FRONT, BELT IN BACK

WALKING SHORT SOCKS --

BLUE
BROWN
CHARCOAL GREY

$24.95 to $27.50

COTTON CORDS
POPLINS
LINENS
KHAKI

ARGYLES and
SOLIDS

$4.95

t0

$11.95

$1.00t0 $4.95

WE WILL CASH UNIFORM CHECKS

"THE IVY LEAGUE STOER //

eiMOOT 4 M?«»
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